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Letter from the Editors 
Julia Minarik & Raciel Cuevas 

Dear ASAGE Readers, 

We thank you for your continued support of the American Society for Aesthetics Graduate E-Journal, 
which is now in its thirteenth edition in 2021. This issue contains an article and two fast philosophy 
submissions with replies.  

The first piece is an article by Dan Apadula (SUNY Stony Brook) entitled “Rethinking Repetition: 
Accessing the Sonorous in the Semantic.” In this paper, Apadula analyzes and challenges the typical 
conceptualization of the phenomenon of semantic satiation. Semantic satiation is often characterized 
as a negative process: removing the meaning of a word temporarily through repetition.  Apadula argues 
instead that in instances of semantic satiation, “The word’s slippage qua word does not leave it empty, 
but instead unlocks its aesthetic appearance as sound and image” (Apadula, 2021). This is a novel and 
beautifully written piece.  

The second piece is a fast philosophy article by Noah Jerge (San Diego State) entitled “Heidegger and 
the Indescribability of Noise Music.” In this work, Jerge muses on the genre of noise music “as 
performed by artists such as Masami Akita, Ron Lessard, Kazumoto Endo, and Lasse Marhaug” 
(Jerge, 2021). Jerge’s piece focuses on shedding light on an argument by Jones, who claims that the 
experience of listening to noise music is distinctly indescribable. Jerge suggests that Heidegger’s 
account of the initial impressions of sounds in Being and Time can offer a possible explanation for the 
indescribability of noise music.  

This issue includes two replies to Jerge’s piece, the first is from Prof. Jennifer Judkins (UCLA Music). 
Judkins agrees that noise music is difficult to describe and is generally in favor of the direction of 
Jerge’s investigations. Judkins notes that an account of the ontology of noise music may be necessary 
to refine the debate, and that Jerge should further develop his notion of musical alienation. The second 
reply to Jerge is from Jason Cutmore (Temple). Cutmore’s reply asks whether the initial problem raised 
by Jones and taken up by Jerge—whether noise music is uniquely indescribable—is in fact a problem 
at all.  

The second fast philosophy article by Eric Wilkinson (McGill) entitled “The Pragmatic Constraint 
and Revisionary Ontologies of Art” is a commentary on Anders Pettersson’s book The Idea of a Text 
and the Nature of Textual Meaning. Wilkinson challenges Pettersson’s rejection of David Davies’s 
Pragmatic Constraint on the ontology of art, suggesting instead that he should embrace it. 

The reply to Wilkinson’s piece is from Anders Pettersson (Umeå universitet) who defends his choice 
to criticize the pragmatic constraint from Wilkinson’s objections.  
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This issue is the first to include articles in our new fast philosophy submission format. A fast 
philosophy submission raises a question or presents a nascent idea or novel topic in aesthetics in a 
maximum of 1000 words. Replies to initial submission are then solicited in order to start a discussion 
between graduate students and professors. The initial submission and replies are then published as a 
set. We envision the fast philosophy submission format as an online supplement to the kind of 
research development often done at conferences, where students can make connections and share 
resources, develop and refine their arguments, and strengthen papers to submit to other journals for 
publication. 

The Editors at ASAGE want to ensure that the journal is providing graduate students with useful 
opportunities for career and research development and fostering community. Thus far we have done 
this by being a venue where graduate students can publish while retaining copyright over their work. 
With the introduction of fast philosophy, we hope to turn ASAGE into a place where graduate 
students can share their new ideas, develop them further, and engage in written dialogues with other 
graduate students.  

Our primary goal is to make ASAGE useful to graduate students in aesthetics and the philosophy of 
art. If you have suggestions for ways the journal can be improved, including content that you would 
like to see featured, submission formats that you think would be beneficial, or suggestions for how 
we can run the space more effectively, please let us know at 
asa.graduate.ejournal@gmail.com.  
Thank you for reading. 

JULIA MINARIK, Managing Editor 
University of Manitoba  
asa.graduate.ejournal@gmail.com 

RACIEL CUEVAS, Assistant Editor 
Temple University 
asa.graduate.ejournal@gmail.com 
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